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Voting members present: Paul Adogamhe, Louis Betty, Ellen Davis, Ted Gimbel, Paul Gregory, David Havas, Sarah 
Hessenauer, Paul House, Nathan McGovern, Zach Oster, Adam Paddock, Narendra Regmi, Martin Tchernookov, Jeff 
Zimmerman, Mark Lencho, Ashley Barnes-Gilbert, Deanna Guthrie, Wesley Hough, Chloe Van Sistine, Jessica Kienbaum  
Voting members absent:  
Non-voting members present: Chair, Liz Hachten, Deb Connelly, Annie LaValley, Susan Johnson, Secretary, Mary Pratt 

  Non-voting members absent: 
 

  Liz Hachten called the meeting to order at 2:00 PM. 
 

A. Approval of February 25, 2021 Minutes  
Paul Gregory motioned, seconded by Wesley Hough, and the motion carried with an amendment of 
2:40 pm adjournment time. 
 

B. Announcements 
1. Our next meeting, April 1, is the deadline meeting. If it is preferred to have proposals take affect 

in Fall 2022, there is no rush. If you want proposals considered for Spring of 2022, Winterim, and 
Summer of 2022, please submit your proposals by March 28. 

2. COLS Bylaws are being reviewed and updated. Please look over the CCC section of the Bylaws to 
see if any revisions need to be made. If we do not have time at the April 1 meeting, we can put 
this off to the next meeting. 

 

C. History 
1. Program Change  LSBAHISTEM AHISTPUBHN: History-Public History Honors Emphasis (BA/BS)      

Program Change  LSBAHISTEM AHISTPUBLC: History-Public History Emphasis (BA/BS) 
Adam Paddock moved approval of both C1&2, seconded by Ted Gimbel. Adam explained the 
program changes for both courses. 

• Liz-Question about the credits required. You mentioned these courses streamlined the 
credits. There are inconsistencies in the catalog description – is this being reduced from 
36-33, or are other adjustments which are not showing up? There is no totaling of credits 
showing up. Adam-Technically, this should have been more than 36 credits before, 
including the internship. We did not discuss reducing the number of credits within the 
major. Liz-The 33 may be showing up incorrectly as 9, when it needs to be 12. This could 
be a glitch in the system. Credits will be corrected in CL. 

• Susan-In the distribution of requirements-Could we put course numbers in the capstone 
requirement area? WINS is not handling distribution numbers correctly. Adam-For now, 
we could list the courses under the capstone to be excluded. List the capstone courses 
there are they are. 
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• Wesley-In Coursepicker, in the Honors Emphasis there are extra lines; I’m not sure what 
this involves. Liz-there must be a line missing under Applied History line. Liz-What is the 
Applied History line? An internship? Let’s check the catalog to see how this is written. We 
will rearrange that so those are together. Mary and Adam will work on these edits. 

• Ellen-Wondering whether some of the rationale should go away-these do not seem to be 
current changes. The old rationale does need to be edited out. Changes to make the AAR 
work correctly. This will be corrected in CL. 

• Vote: motion passed unanimously 
 
 

D. Languages and Literatures 
1. Create New Prefix 102: Create PWP Prefix       

Mark Lencho moved D1, seconded by Louis Betty. Looking toward converting the current 
emphasis to a stand-alone major.  

• Wesley-Do all of the U-Rock courses have 3 letter codes? This seems like it could be 
confusing. Liz-Yes, but Whitewater also has some 3 letter codes. This does not seem to 
be a problem with students, they do not know the prefixes. The Registrar did not have an 
issue with this. 

• Ellen Davis-Given how problematic cross-listing is, do you anticipate a lot of cross-listed 
courses? Liz-This is being considered. There will be a few courses that are cross-listed, 
and they understand that cross-listing should be kept to a minimum. 

• Vote-Motion passed. 
2. Program Change  TESLBILBIC: Teaching English as a Second Language/Bilingual-Bicultural Minor-LS       

 
3. Program Change  TEACHESL: Teaching English as a Second Language for Adults Minor L&S 

 
4. Program Change  TEACHENGSL: Teaching English as a Second Language Minor L&S 

Mark Lencho moved D 2-4, seconded by Zach Oster. Mark explained the proposals as a way of 
cleaning up and consistency due to DPI requirement changes. There is a narrative that explains 
the minor. 

• Wesley-It is difficult to see the differences between these. Liz-ESL 493 has sections of this 
for sections for children and adults. This may be to add breadth. If they are in the 
classroom, why not be in the children’s section. 

• Liz-if we do not feel these are clear enough, we could send them back. 
• Paul Gregory suggests a vote.  
• Ellen-in summarizing the changes, the narrative should also be summarized. 
• Vote-motion passed 

 
E. Sociology, Criminology, & Anthropology  

1. Course Change  ANTHROPL 302: Culture, Medicine, and Health 
• Paul Gregory motioned to accept E1, seconded by David Havas. We approved the cross-

listing last time.  
• Paul explained the proposal. 
• Ellen pointed out that if we change the grade basis, this must also be in the summary of 

changes. 
• Vote-motion passed 
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2. Program Change  CRIMINOLGY: Criminology Minor 
• Paul Gregory moved to accept E2, seconded by Sarah Hessenauer. Paul explained the 

minor changes.  
• Wesley-Sociology 402: is there a reason this course is in this area? Paul-no, I can change 

that in coursepicker. Change will be made to reorder courses numerically in CL. 
• Vote-motion passes. 

3. Program Change  LSBACRIMNI: Criminology (BA/BS) 
• Paul Gregory moved to accept the proposal, seconded by Sarah Hessenauer. Paul 

explained the proposal changes. Students would like more flexibility in the order they 
take the courses. This will provide more flexibility for those students who do not want a 
career in law enforcement, but possibly a graduate degree in criminology, etc. The major 
change is how many of these courses you can take in each area. An electives area was 
created. This allows flexibility within the department with the loss of faculty over the past 
several years. 

• Wesley-As a minor formatting issue, there is a dead line in coursepicker “Criminal Justice 
Courses.” Paul will make the edit with Mary. 

• Vote- motion passed 
 

F. Adjournment 
Liz adjourned the meeting at 2:51 
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